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Abstract:

In a lexical training experiment with limited exemplars requiring a secondary use of
hiragana for representing phonemic elements, we provide evidence that 5-year-old
Japanese children with very minimal literacy showed transfer, compared with
phonological controls, to previously unknown and untrained words having hiragana
representing different secondary phonemic elements. This early and rapid shift from
their exclusive reading of hiragana syllabograms as representing syllabic elements to the
dual use of some hiragana as representing phonemic elements appears counter-intuitive
in the context of a syllabary. It is also contrary to standard theories that require
knowledge of explicit letter-sound responses for learning the representation of
phonemic elements in an orthography. However, these results support another theory
that predicts the shift would be achievable from lexical input by the learner’s implicit
induction of a formation principle for this secondary use of hiragana. These results
indicate a basic learning process compatible with those of alphabetic beginning readers,
and demonstrate how that process contributes to an explanation of reading acquisition
in different orthographies and languages.

